Our clients

“Coeus Europe provides
HSE services for all kinds
of industries, ranging from
petrochemical plants
to railway works
and offshore sites.”
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Headquarters
Coeus Europe
37 Old Dover road
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England

Sending out HSE personnel
( HSE MANAGERS, HSE ENGINEERS, HSE SUPERVISORS, CONFINED SPACE GUARDS, ... )

Benelux
Coeus Europe Benelux
Culliganlaan 1B

Setting up an HSE plan

1831 Diegem

Assistance with OHSAS, VCA, ... or other safety certifications

F +32 (0)2 403 12 12

HSE education, HSE toolbox, brochures, …
Seminars on Health, Safety and Environment
Safety videos, online safety training, …

Belgium

info@coeus-europe.com
coeus-europe.com

coeus-europe.com

Why choose for
Coeus Europe ?

Our
people

We are the Health, Safety and
Environment experts

• Safety managers and safety
engineers (level 1/HVK and
level2/MVK)

Next to the fact that we have our own
HSE experts, we are also specialists in
selecting and recruiting HSE experts and
have a broad range of profiles to offer
for any kind of position. Whatever HSE
opening you have, chances are you will
find just what you need at Coeus Europe.

We are able to offer an
all-in-one HSE solution
Maybe you are not looking for just one,
but a team of HSE experts? Spare
yourself the trouble of composing a team
together on your own, and let Coeus
Europe take care of it. One simple call or
e-mail will do to set up a team of experts
suited for the job and able to work together in an efficient and professional way.
We can also provide the necessary HSE
trainings for the same team or even HSE
promotions, such as HSE videos.

• Safety supervisors (level 3)
• Safety guards for confined
spaces and fire safety guards
(equipped)
• Safety coordinators (level A
or level B)
• HSE teachers
• HSE experts (HAZOP, machine
directive, …)

Our fields
of expertise
• Energy (oil and gas, electricity)
• (Petro)chemical plants

We manage the quality of our
service
To ensure quality and professionalism
at all times, Coeus Europe incorporated
an ISO 900_based system to manage
its personnel. This system allows us to
efficiently manage, evaluate and coach
each expert in our team or to optimize
our trainings.

• Metal structures
• Construction

Our
Services

HSE experts/
HSE project
management
Whatever project you undertake, Health,
Security and Environment will always
be key determiners to its success. The
importance of hiring skilled professionals
can hardly be overestimated, which is
why you may want to surround yourself
with a professional partner like Coeus
Europe.

Confined space/
fire safety guards
Typically a turnaround is a period with a
lot of activity within a short timespan. It
is therefore also a period of elevated risk
activity, that is usually carried out in small,
confined spaces. For these specific situations, Coeus Europe offers teams of confined space guards supervised by a group
manager. Furthermore, we also provide
safety shop keepers to manage the PPE
or any other equipment. Needless to say
that the Coeus Europe confined space
guards are equipped and trained for every
specific situation.

Our
References

Hazop &
Machine Safety
The HAZOP method (Hazard and Operability Analysis) is a well-known method
to identify and evaluate process deficiencies. Coeus Europe has experienced
HAZOP team leaders and secretaries
responsible to record the discussions of
the HAZOP sessions. Before a machine
or a composition of machines may be put
in service within the European Union, the
machine has to adhere to fundamental
health and safety regulations of annexe
I of the machine directive. This has to be
proven by the certification procedure as
foreseen by the machine directive. This
means that the constructor has to set up
a Technical Construction File, a declaration of conformity and a CE mark on his
machine. Coeus Europe has the expert
to compose these documents.

Training videos
An interesting way to improve the safety
level is the use of safety videos. These
are safety videos shot on site, explaining
a certain safety topic. These are made
in several languages such as English,
French and Dutch. These videos can be
made specific or shot on site.

HSE training
We can offer a whole range of safety
trainings which can contain a theoretical
and a practical part. Trainings can even
be made specific to your needs. This
can be a general safety training such
as SCC(VCA) training or more specific
knowledge packages for safety advisors
such as HAZOP,… The Coeus Europe
instructors are instructors that have a
lot of field experience an experience in

• Dredging

giving trainings. We also offer a formula
where HSE trainings can be followed
online. When surfing to a specific
website, several videos on safety topics
can be followed. These videos are very
specific and mainly made on site. At the
end of the course there’s a questionnaire
on the content of the videos. A SCC(VCA)
training could then be followed online.

Safety was the key factor to our
client BPC while building a tunnel
on the GSK premises in Wavre. BPC
contacted Coeus Europe to ensure
the safety on site and prevent any
accidents. We provided a safety
coaching formula.

Total Petrochemicals
During its turnaround, Total
Petrochemicals challenged Coeus

Our
Quality System (recruitment)

Europe to find a safety solution that
could be applied to the entire plant.
We accepted the challenge and
worked out a solution including one
prevention officer level 2, supported

Assessment of every candidate

Preparation before each project

• Rail
• Offshore (windmills)

BPC

by two team leaders and a team of
confined space guards.

Bibco
This organisation of Belgian safety

Evaluation after each project

coordinators needed a couple of
safety courses to give to their
members. To that end we devised

• ...

a specific training and recruited a

Fine-tuning for next project

teacher.

